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ABSTRACT
Radiative turbulent mixing layers should be ubiquitous in multi-phase gas with shear
flow. They are a potentially attractive explanation for the high ions such as O vi seen in high
velocity clouds and the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of galaxies. We perform 3D MHD
simulations with non-equilibrium (NEI) and photoionization modeling, with an eye towards
testing simple analytic models. Even purely hydrodynamic collisional ionization equilibrium
(CIE) calculations have column densities much lower than observations. Characteristic inflow
and turbulent velocities are much less than the shear velocity, and the layer width h ∝ t1/2cool
rather than h ∝ tcool. Column densities are not independent of density or metallicity as
analytic scalings predict, and show surprisinglyweak dependence on shear velocity and density
contrast. Radiative cooling, rather than Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, appears paramount in
determining the saturated state. Low pressure due to fast cooling both seeds turbulence and
sets the entrainment rate of hot gas, whose enthalpy flux, along with turbulent dissipation,
energizes the layer. Regardless of initial geometry, magnetic fields are amplified and stabilize
the mixing layer via magnetic tension, producing almost laminar flow and depressing column
densities. NEI effects can boost column densities by factors of a few. Suppression of cooling
by NEI or photoionization can in principle also increase O vi column densities, but in practice
is unimportant for CGM conditions. To explain observations, sightlines must pierce hundreds
or thousands of mixing layers, which may be plausible if the CGM exists as a “fog” of tiny
cloudlets.
Key words: galaxies: haloes – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: evolution – galaxies:
magnetic fields
1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, particularly since the launch of the Cosmic Origins
Spectrograph (COS) on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), studies
of the circumgalactic medium (CGM) in the hot halos surround-
ing galaxies have received fresh impetus and significantly better
observational constraints (for a recent comprehensive review, see
Tumlinson et al. 2017). The CGM is an exciting new frontier in
studies of galaxy formation, and introduces a new set of interesting
puzzles and constraints. Chief amongst these is the ubiquity of high
ions, most notably O vi , detected in absorption in quasar sightlines
intersecting the CGM (e.g., Tumlinson et al. 2005; Prochaska et al.
2011; Tumlinson et al. 2011; Stocke et al. 2013; Savage et al. 2014b;
Werk et al. 2014; Lehner et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2015; Burchett
et al. 2016; Prochaska et al. 2017; Keeney et al. 2017). Such ob-
servations indicate a significant mass reservoir in O vi gas, on the
order of∼ 109−1010 M . Such high ions are also seen in absorption
spectra of high velocity clouds (HVCs) around the Milky Way (e.g,
? Email: suoqing@caltech.edu
Savage et al. 2014a). The origin of such gas is controversial, with
line ratios and profiles sometimes supporting either a photoionized
(e.g., Muzahid et al. 2015) or collisionally ionized (e.g., Heckman
2002; Bordoloi et al. 2016) origin, at times even within the same
multi-component absorber. The truth is likely to be complex, with
both mechanisms playing an important role.
The case for either mechanism is not without difficulties. A
frequent objection against photoionization models is the large path
lengths (& 100 kpc) required to obtain the observed O vi columns
and N v /O vi column density ratios (Werk et al. 2016). This could
potentially be resolved by a thick low pressure shell at the halo
outskirts (Stern et al. 2018). However, the troubles faced by col-
lisional ionization models are even more daunting (e.g., Faerman
et al. 2017;McQuinn&Werk 2018). For instance, in collisional ion-
ization equilibrium, O vi is abundant only over a very narrow range
in temperature, peaking at ∼ 3 × 105 K with significant abundance
out to 106 K. This is quite different from the virial temperatures of
the halos in which it is detected, suggesting relatively little gas is in
this phase, as indeed is found in cosmological simulations (Liang
et al. 2016). Moreover, if O vi gas is associated with virialized
© 2018 The Authors
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gas, there should be a steep dependence of O vi abundance with
halo virial temperature (which, while not directly observable, varies
with stellar mass). On the contrary, observed O vi column densities
are relatively independent of stellar (and thereby halo) mass. Most
importantly, this temperature corresponds to the exact peak of the
cooling curve, and gas abundant in O vi should quickly cool out of
this phase. Thus, a “cooling flow” interpretation of O vi observa-
tions requires an enormous mass flux of gas cooling through O vi
temperatures — roughly ∼ 30 M yr−1 (McQuinn & Werk 2018),
which is much higher than the star formation rates found in the host
galaxies. Such a scenario would only make sense if there is a way
to rapidly recycle cold gas back to higher temperatures, so that the
actual amount of cold gas in steady state is relatively small.
This work focuses on one of the potentially promising O vi
sources – turbulentmixing layers (TMLs; Begelman&Fabian 1990;
Slavin et al. 1993). TMLs are part of a broader class of models
which utilize the fact that the interface between hot and cold gas
is unlikely to be a sharp contact discontinuity. Any diffusive heat
transport process, such as thermal conduction (Borkowski et al.
1990; Gnat et al. 2010), collisionless cosmic-ray scattering (Wiener
et al. 2017), or turbulent mixing, should broaden the transition and
produce intermediate temperature gas. TMLs arise due to turbulence
at the interfaces between gas of different phases (e.g., driven by
Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities, background turbulence in the hot
medium, radiative shocks around SNRs or wind-driven bubbles, or
cloud crushing due to shock passage over a gas cloud), which drives
mixing. In hydrodynamic mixing, the hot mass flux per unit area,
Ûmhot ∼ ηhρhotvt, and the cold mass flux Ûmcold ∼ ηcρcoldl/tKH ∼
(ρhotρcold)1/2vt, where vt is the turbulent velocity, l is the outer
scale of turbulence, and tKH ∼ (ρhot/ρcold)1/2l/vt, mix to produce
gas with mean temperature (Begelman & Fabian 1990):
T¯mix ≈ ÛmhotThot + ÛmcoldTcold( Ûmhot + Ûmhot)
≈ [ηh + ηc(Tc/Th)
1/2]
[ηc + ηh(Tc/Th)1/2]
(ThotTcold)1/2
≡ ζ(ThotTcold)1/2, (1)
i.e. roughly the geometric mean of the two temperatures. For cold
gas clouds with T ∼ 104K moving through host halos with virial
temperature gas T ∼ 106K, this give mixed gas of T ∼ 105K,
precisely the intermediate temperature range we are seeking. In
steady state, if radiative cooling balances the energy flux of the
entrained hot gas, i.e., l/vt ∼ tcool, then the thickness of the mixing
layer is l ∼ vttcool, which similar to radiative shocks and hot winds,
produces an ion column density (Heckman 2002; McQuinn &Werk
2018):
NOVI ∼ η fOVI [ fO] Znvttcool ∼ 8 × 1012 cm−2η0.1v2 (2)
where v2 ≡ (v/100 km s−1), ηh,0.1 ≡ ηh/0.1, tcool is evaluated at
the peak O vi abundance fOVI = 0.2 at T = 105.5 K, and η encodes
various unknowns, such as entrainment efficiency and geometric
factors . We assume [ fO] = 4.56 × 10−4 (Asplund et al. 2009).
A more careful calculation which follows ionization fractions over
the cooling lifetime of the gas parcel can further reduce the above
estimate by up to an order of magnitude (Slavin et al. 1993).
TMLs thus have a number of attractive features. Since tcool ∝
1/(n Z) in the crucial temperature range, in CIE the metal column
density above is approximately independent of the underlying den-
sity andmetallicity. TMLs potentially obviate the need for amassive
cooling flow, as gas continually cycles between cold and hot phases.
Moreover, they explain a number of observational features: the co-
incidence in velocity space between low and high ions in many
(though not all) systems (Werk et al. 2014, 2016), and an observed
correlation between column density and b-parameter, as predicted
by Eq. (2). However, the predicted columns are 10 – 100 times lower
than in observations, thus requiring that a sightline pierce 10 – 100
such interfaces in order to explain the observations.
Besides early analytic work, TMLs have also been the subject
of 2D hydrodynamic simulations, most notably in a series of papers
by K. Kwak and collaborators (Kwak & Shelton 2010; Kwak et al.
2011; Henley et al. 2012; Kwak et al. 2015). However, they did
not compare their simulation results to analytic models. Since both
mixing and radiative cooling can occur on shorter timescales than
ionization or recombination, they also incorporate non-equilibrium
ionization (NEI) in their simulations, and find that NEI effects boost
high ion abundances and column densities (C iv , N v , O vi ) by
a factor of a few, compared to collisional ionization equilibrium
(CIE) calculations. Ion line ratios (C iv /N v , N v /O vi ) were
in rough agreement with observations. TMLs were also simulated
in 3D MHD CIE calculations by Esquivel et al. (2006). However,
the simulations were not run for long enough for effective mixing
(or a stable equilibrium) to develop, so it is difficult to draw firm
conclusions.
In this paper,we seek to improve our understanding of TMLs on
several fronts. Firstly, we compare our hydrodynamic simulations to
existing analyticmodels, an exercisewhich surprisingly has not been
carried at in the literature. We find surprising disagreement with ex-
pected scalings. Secondly, we study the impact of photoionization.
Photoionization and collisional ionization are frequently treated in
isolation; most studies of TMLs consider collisional ionization ex-
clusivelywith the exception of a semi-analyticmodelwhich includes
photoionization (Slavin et al. 1993), while many observational stud-
ies focus on CLOUDY photoionizationmodels. In reality, of course,
they operate concurrently. Photonionization breaks the density in-
dependence of TMLs, since the ionization parameter depends on
density. It changes ion ratios, boosting the relative abundance of
low ions. Photoionization also changes the balance between mixing
and cooling by changing the cooling function and reducing the ef-
ficacy of radiative cooling (since ions are over-ionized for a given
temperature). Thirdly, we run 3D MHD simulations to consider the
effect of magnetic fields on TMLs, taking care to ensure that the
simulations reach a steady state. magnetic fields can be amplified by
and substantially change the character of turbulence. MHD forces
introduce anisotropy and can suppressmixing, but these effects have
not been quantified in the context of TMLs. Finally, we reconsider
NEI effects in light of the above considerations.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In §2, we describe our
simulation method. In §3, we present our results, comparing hydro-
dynamic simulations to analytic models, contrasting hydrodynamic
vs. MHD simulations with varying field geometry, the impact of
photoionization and NEI, and convergence tests. We conclude in
§4.
2 METHODS
We use the FLASH code (Fryxell et al. 2000) developed by the
FLASH Center of the University of Chicago for our simulations,
where a directionally unsplit staggered mesh (USM) MHD solver
is adopted to solve the equations of inviscid ideal magnetohydrody-
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2018)
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namics:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (3a)
∂ρv
∂t
+∇ · (ρvv −BB) +∇p∗ = 0 (3b)
ρT
(
∂s
∂t
+ v · ∇s
)
= −L (3c)
∂B
∂t
+∇ · (vB −Bv) = 0 (3d)
∇ ·B = 0 (3e)
where p∗ = p + B2/(8pi) is the total pressure including both gas
pressure p and magnetic pressure B2/(8pi), s = cpln(Pρ−γ) is en-
tropy per unit mass„ and L is the cooling rate. The MHD solver
is based on a finite-volume, high-order Godunov method combined
with a constrained transport (CT) type of scheme which ensures
the solenoidal constraint of the magnetic fields on a staggered mesh
geometry (Tzeferacos et al. 2012; Lee 2013).
To set the simulations up, firstly we initiate a 3D domain with
100 pc in width and 300 pc in height, with the resolution of 128 ×
128 × 364 as standard runs. Our coordinate system is: x is the flow
direction, z is normal to the cold/hot interface, and y is the third
dimension. The resolution is not excessively high, since we evolve
a large number of ions, which makes the simulations both time
consuming and memory intensive. Outflow boundary conditions
are applied to top and bottom boundaries, and periodic boundary
conditions to the sides. Cold and and hot gas with a velocity shear
are filled in the top (z > 0 pc) and bottom (z < 0 pc) regions of the
domain respectively, with the top (cold) half initially stationary and
the bottom (hot) half moving at velocity vhot. The fluid quantities
of these two phases are connected smoothly with a tanh function:
ρ(z) = ρhot +
ρtop − ρhot
2
[
1 + tanh
( z
a
)]
(4)
vx(z) = vbot2
[
1 − tanh
( z
a
)]
, (5)
where ρ stands for density, vx is the fluid velocity along x direction,
and a = 2.5 pc the half-length of the shear layer. This sets up a
two-phase medium with cold, dense gas at the top and hot, diffuse
gas on the bottom. To excite a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the
interface of the two phases, we initialize a velocity perturbation
along the z direction:
vz = δv exp
[
−
( z
a
)2]
sin
(
2pix
λ
)
sin
(
2piy
λ
)
, (6)
where λ is the wave length of perturbation, and δv is set to vbot/100.
The parameters for fiducial simulations are listed in Table 1.
Some aspects of these initial and boundary conditions are
worth discussion. Simulations of jet entrainment and the Kelvin
Helmholtz instability use both periodic boundary conditions and
long boxes with outflow boundary conditions. The latter can cap-
ture the spatial evolution of the flow (e.g., the thickening of the
mixing layer), but — except for an extremely long box — can not
capture the saturated, non-linear steady state outcome of the Kelvin
Helmholtz instability. The latter requires periodic boundary condi-
tions, which correspond to a section of the wake. A finite periodic
box of course means that only unstable modes λ = L/n which are
harmonics of the box-size L can be captured. In cases where the
mixing layer width is a significant fraction of the box length L, we
have doubled the box length to verified that finite box-size effects
are not important.
Our initial conditions are meant to mimic the flow of hot gas
past a cold cloud. Since the mass of cold gas in the box is a factor
of ∼ δ higher, the hot gas can decelerate significantly as it transfers
momentum to the cold gas.We have checked that the hot gas velocity
vx at the lower boundary stays close to its initial velocity throughout
the run, as it should if the box is sufficiently long in the vertical
direction. We have also explicitly verified the Galilean invariance
of our simulations: mixing layer properties are identical if the hot
gas is initially stationary and the cold gas moves.
In order to predict column densities, we calculate non-
equilibrium ionization (NEI) for 5 elements: He, C, N, O and Si.
All the ions of these elements are initialized in collisional / pho-
toionization equilibrium and evolved with time. We adopt a fiducial
metallicity of solar metallicity, although we also explore the effects
of different metallicity. In the COS Halo sample, the median metal-
licity is Z ≈ 0.3Z with a 95% confidence interval ranging from
0.02 − 3 Z (Prochaska et al. 2017). Note that the mass flux into
the mixing layer is dominated by the cold gas, which should be
higher metallicity. We modified the FLASH NEI solver to include
the contribution of photoionization, by calculating photoionization
rates in the optically thin regime:
Γγ =
∫ ∞
νT
4piJ(ν)
hν
σ(ν)dν, (7)
where Γγ is the photoionization rate from the isotropic metagalactic
ionizing background, ignoring any local galactic contribution, νT
the threshold frequency for photoionization, J(ν) the background
radiation intensity, and σ(ν) the photoionization cross-sections. In
this paper, we use background intensity from Madau & Haardt
2005 (hereafter MH05) at redshift of 0, and photoionization cross-
sections from Verner et al. (1996). Then the ionization rate of ith
ion for one element can be written as:
Ri ≡ ∂ni
∂t
= ne[ni+1αi+1 + ni−1Ci−1 − ni(αi + Ci)]
+ (ni−1Γi−1 − niΓi) , (8)
where ni is the number density of ith ion, ne the electron number
density, α coefficient of radiative and dielectronic recombination,
C the coefficient of collisional ionization and auto-ionization, and
Γ is the coefficient of photoionization. In our simulations, the stiff
systems of ordinary differential equations above for each species are
solved, adopting the inputs of the current density and temperature,
which are updated by the hydrodynamic unit.
Radiative cooling is also included in our simulations. We use a
cooling curve which assumes collisional and photo-ionization ion-
ization equilibrium1, instead of summing up radiative losses from
all the time-dependent ion abundances, since the latter requires ex-
cessive memory and computation. We run the spectral synthesis
code CLOUDY with HM05 background radiation at redshift 0 to
generate the cooling curves with photoionization. Since the cooling
curve with photoionization is a function of both temperature and
density, we choose 121 density values logarithmically distributed
within the range of 10−8 cm−3 ≤ n ≤ 101 cm−3, and generate a
cooling curve for each density value. Fig. 1 shows some cooling
curves for selected values of number density and metallicity. These
cooling curves are used as input to get the interpolated cooling co-
efficients at any given density in our simulations. For the conditions
considered here, the differences between these curves and net cool-
ing curves (where photoheating is taken into account) is small, and
confined to low (T ∼ 2 × 104 K) temperatures.
1 Similarly, Kwak& Shelton 2010, use a cooling curve which assumes CIE.
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Domain Size (pc) Resolution Number Density (cm−3) Temperature (K) Velocity Shear (km/s) Wavelength (pc)
1002 × 300 1282 × 384 ncold = 1.6 × 10
−2
nhot = 1.6 × 10−4
Tcold = 104
Thot = 106
vx = 100
(M = 0.69)
λ = 100
Table 1. Parameters for fiducial simulations. The Mach numberM ≡ vx/cs, where cs refers to the sound speed in the hot medium.
Metallicity Cooling Curve Adjustment NEI Photoionization
Value 0.1Z Z 1 0.1 10 0 time-dependent not adopted adopted not included included
Name Z0.1 Z1 (none) cool0.1 cool10 cool0 cool-timedp (none) nei (none) photo
Note a control pre-factor to adjust cooling time non-equilibrium ionization
Magnetic Field Strength (µG) and Orientation
Value B = 0 Bx = 0.035 By = 0.035 Bz = 0.035 Bx = 0.35 By = 0.35 Bz = 0.35
Name (none) Bx-sml By-sml Bz-sml Bx-lgr By-lgr Bz-lgr
Note β = 430,MA = 13 β = 4.3,MA = 1.3
Density Contrast Ambient Pressure (erg/cm3)
Value 100 1000 2.1 × 10−14 2.1 × 10−15
Name (none) contr-lgr (none) pres-sml
Note
ncold = 1.6 × 10−2 cm−3
nhot = 1.6 × 10−4 cm−3
Tcold = 104 K
Thot = 106 K
ncold = 1.6 × 10−1 cm−3
nhot = 1.6 × 10−4 cm−3
Tcold = 103 K
Thot = 106 K
ncold = 1.6 × 10−2 cm−3
nhot = 1.6 × 10−4 cm−3
Tcold = 104 K
Thot = 106 K
ncold = 1.6 × 10−3 cm−3
nhot = 1.6 × 10−5 cm−3
Tcold = 104 K
Thot = 106 K
Velocity Shear (km/s) Domain Size (pc) Wavelength (pc) Resolution
Value 100 50 200 1002 × 300 2002 × 300 100 50 1282 × 384 2562 × 768
Name (none) vel-sml vel-lgr (none) size-lgr (none) wave-sml (none) res-lgr
Note M = 0.69 M = 0.34 M = 1.37 convergence tests
Table 2. Varying simulation parameters with their corresponding name elements, where the name elements are omitted (set to none) for the fiducial parameter
values. The plasma beta β ≡ Pgas/Pmag, the Mach numberM ≡ vx/cs, where cs refers to the sound speed in the hot medium, and the Alfvén Mach number
MA ≡ vx/vA.
To preserve the accuracy of our cooling calculations and avoid
the simulation timestep being limited by a very short cooling time,
we implement the “exact” cooling algorithm described in Townsend
(2009) in the FLASH code. This exploits the fact that exact solutions
for radiative cooling exist for a power-law cooling function.We solve
the operator-split energy equation with a separation of variables:
tcool
dT
dt
= −T0Λ(T)
Λ0
, (9)
where tcool is cooling time, Λ(T) the cooling coefficient expressed
as a piecewise power law function of T , T0 and Λ0 are arbitrary
reference temperature and cooling coefficient. The piecewise power
law functions are attained by dividing each cooling curves at a
certain density into 40 temperature bins and performing a linear fit
in each bin.
Since simulations in this paper span over a wide range of pa-
rameters and their combinations, it is redundant to explicitly list ev-
ery individual simulations with the parameters used. Instead, here
we attach a number of name elements to corresponding parame-
ter values which are described in Tab. 2, and use a combination
of these name elements to refer to one simulation where a cer-
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Figure 1. A few selected cooling curves at Z = Z (solid lines) and
Z = 0.1Z (dotted lines) for number densities n (cm−3) of 1 (blue), 10−1
(orange), 10−2 (green), 10−3 (red) 10−4 (purple), 10−5 (brown) and 10−6
(pink). The black dashed line is time-dependent cooling curve at Z = Z
without photoionization, which takes NEI effects into account, from (Gnat
& Sternberg 2007).
tain combination of parameters are used. For instance, the name
“Z0.1_nei_photo_Bx-lgr” refers to the NEI simulation with
Z = 0.1Z , strong magnetic fields of Bx = 0.35 µG, photoion-
ization included and other parameters the same as fiducial ones.
Note that to isolate the role of cooling, in some simulations we
elect to change the normalization of the cooling curve by a constant
prefactor.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Hydrodynamic simulations
We first study purely hydrodynamic mixing layers in collisional
ionization equilibrium. Surprisingly, although the analytic estimate
in Eq. (2) has been compared against observations to infer physical
conditions (e.g., Slavin et al. 1993; Bordoloi et al. 2016), it has
never been compared directly against numerical simulations, where
all physical quantities are known. In fact, we shall see that naive
application of Eq. (2), assuming that the turbulent velocity is of
order the shear velocity vt ∼ v, is inaccurate and gives incorrect
scalings with physical quantities.
Fig. 2 shows the density-weighted projections of temperature
and C iv , O vi , Si iv fractions in the run Z1, whose ion column
densities are shown by the solid orange curve In Fig. 3. The col-
umn densities stabilize at ∼ 1012 cm−2 for C iv and O vi , and
∼ 1011 cm−2 for Si iv . To within an order of magnitude, the O vi
column density from our simulations is roughly consistent with Eq.
(2), assuming the fudge factor η ∼ 0.1. Eq. (2) also makes several
predictions for functional dependences: since tcool ∝ 1/Zn in the
crucial temperature range, in CIE the column density is roughly in-
dependent of the underlying density (or pressure, assuming isobaric
conditions) andmetallicity, while the column density is proportional
to both the cooling time tcool and (assuming vt ∼ v) the shear veloc-
ity v. In Fig. 3, 4 and 5, we see that many of these expectations are
not borne out. Fig. 3 shows that contrary to expectations, the column
density is directly proportional to metallicity N ∝ Z: between the
Z = 0.1Z (solid blue) and Z = Z (solid orange), the column den-
sity increases by an order of magnitude. Fig. 3 also shows the effect
of changing the cooling time: the dotted and dashed orange lines
shows results when the normalization of the cooling curve Λ(T) is
artificially reduced (increased) by a factor of 0.1 (10). The ionic
column densities do decrease, but only by a factor of 3 instead of a
factor of 10. The orange line in Fig. 4 shows the column densities
in the hydrodynamic case when the pressure (and hence density)
has been reduced by a factor of 10, from P/kB = 160 cm−3K to
P/kB = 16 cm−3K. Even in the absence of photoionization, which
introduces density dependence via the ionization parameter, CIE
column densities in the low density/pressure case are a factor of a
few smaller than in the fiducial case. In Fig. 5, we explore the ef-
fect of different shear velocities. The column density does decrease
with shear, though much more weakly compared to the expected
linear scaling.2 Finally, in Fig. 6, we explore the role of density
contrast δ comparing the δ = 100 and δ = 1000 cases. We find that
the steady-state column densities are independent of δ, although
transient behavior differs due to differing mixing timescales.
What could have gone wrong? Eq. (2) is straightforward and
well-known to be accurate in radiative shocks (where v is the post-
shock velocity). There are two possibilities. One, our estimate of
tcool(n,T) is incorrect, either due to incorrect assumptions about
the characteristic temperature Tmix ∼
√
ThotTcold or density (n ∼
P/kBTmix, assuming isobaricity) at which it should be evaluated.3
Two, our estimate of v ∼ vturb ∼ vshear is incorrect. The usual
argument (Begelman & Fabian 1990) is that vturb is dominated
by the velocity of the largest eddy, which is of order the shear
velocity. Indeed, this is true for the adiabatic Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability. However, examination of our simulation outputs show
that our radiative turbulent mixing layers have turbulent velocities
much less than vshear, by 1 — 2 orders of magnitude. This is the
dominant reason for the discrepancy with Eq. (2).
There are two obvious reasons why turbulent velocities should
be less than the shear velocity. Firstly, as the hot gas mixes with
and entrains cold gas, by momentum conservation, its velocity falls.
Secondly, the shear velocity is highly supersonic in the cool mix-
ing region (which has a considerably lower sound speed); radiative
shocks thus quickly dissipate motions. Indeed, our simulations in-
dicate frequent shocks in the mixing layer. However, the transverse
flow velocities seen in the simulations are very small (∼ 5 km/s for
the Z = Z case), and thus subsonic rather than transonic — even
in the mixing layer.
In order to understand this, we first consider the leading order
terms in the fluid equations, then apply them to our simulations.
3.1.1 Order of Magnitude Analysis of Fluid Equations
Here, we review classical order of magnitude analysis of mixing
layers (Tennekes&Lumley 1972;White et al. 2015), which is useful
for understanding their structure. The reader who is not interested
in these details should skip ahead to §3.1.2.
We consider the time stationary equations of mass, momentum
2 Note that transonic flows are most relevant to clouds in galaxy halos,
where orbital velocities are comparable to the hot gas sound speed. We shall
explore the effects of highly supersonic shear, which is most relevant to jets,
elsewhere.
3 For high ions such as O vi , the ions peak at a characteristic temperature
of T ∼ 105.5 K with a fairly narrow speed, which removes ambiguity about
the appropriate temperature.
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Figure 2. The timeseries of density-weighted projections of temperature and C iv , O vi and Si iv fractions, from CIE hydrodynamic simulations Z1.
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Figure 3. Effect of metallicity and cooling on ion column densities: solid blue — Z0.1, solid orange — Z1, dotted orange — Z1_cool0.1, dashed orange
— Z1_cool10. Lower metallicities depress column densities in CIE hydrodynamic simulations, in contrast with analytic predictions (2). Column densities do
decrease as tcool falls, but with a weaker dependence than suggested by equation (2).
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Figure 4. Effect of ambient pressure on ion column densities: blue — Z1, orange — Z1_pres-sml. Column densities decrease as pressure (and hence density)
decreases, contrary to the expectation from Eq. (2) that column densities are independent of density.
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Figure 5. Effect of initial shear velocity on ion column densities: blue — Z1, orange — Z1_vel-sml, green — Z1_vel-lgr. Column densities only have a
very weak sublinear dependence on shear.
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Figure 6. Effect of density contrast on ion column densities: blue — Z1, orange — Z1_contr-lgr. Steady-state column densities appear independent of
density contrast, even if the transient behavior differs due to different mixing timescales.
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Figure 7. Profiles of emissivity neniΛ (solid lines), the divergence of en-
ergy flux −∇y5/2Pvz (dashed lines), and the sum of turbulent dissipation
− 〈ρv′xv′z 〉 ∂z v˜x and energy flux divergence (dotted lines) from CIE hy-
drodynamic simulations with different cooling rates at t = 50 Myr: blue —
Z1_cool0.1, orange — Z1, green — Z1_cool10.
(both streamwise and transverse) and energy conservation respec-
tively, where we decompose fluid variables into a mean and fluctu-
ating component respectively. If one adopts a convention whereby
extensive variables such as density are time or ensemble averaged
(ρ = ρ¯ + ρ′; 〈ρ′〉 = 0) but intensive variables such as velocity are
mass averaged (vi = v˜i + v′i ;
〈
ρv′i
〉
= 0), then the time-independent
hydrodynamic conservation equations are (Favre 1969; Kuncic &
Bicknell 2004):
∂
∂xj
(
ρ¯v˜j
)
= 0 (10)
∂
∂xj
(
ρ¯v˜i v˜j
)
= − ∂P¯
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
(
tRij
)
(11)
∂
∂xi
(
u¯v˜i +
〈
uv′i
〉)
= −P¯v˜i,i −
〈
Pv′i,i
〉
− n2Λ(T) − tRij S˜i j (12)
where the Reynolds stress is:
tRij = −
〈
ρv′i v
′
j
〉
, (13)
the mean fluid shear is:
S˜i j =
1
2
(
v˜i, j + v˜j,i − 23 δi j v˜k,k
)
. (14)
As in Kuncic & Bicknell (2004), we use commas to denote par-
tial derivatives, and adopt the Einstein summation correction. The
momentum equation denotes that momentum transport is accom-
plished by pressure gradients and the Reynold stress. The energy
equation denotes that the change in the gas internal energy (left
hand side) is due to adiabatic compression/expansion in the mean
and fluctuating flow, radiative cooling, and turbulent dissipation (re-
spective terms on the right hand side). For the last term, we have
made the usual “on the spot” assumption, equating the production
rate of turbulence (given by the work done by shear in the mean
flow on Reynolds stresses) to the dissipation rate, neglecting any
non-local or transport effects.
It is useful to eliminate unimportant terms in these equations
via an order-of-magnitude analysis in the two physically distinct
dimensions x and z, averaging over the y direction (Tennekes &
Lumley 1972; White et al. 2015). Following White et al. (2015),
we denote characteristic length scales in the x and z directions as
L and h, where h  L by assumption of a thin mixing layer. The
former is of order the thickness of the mixing layer, while the latter
can be thought of as the length scale on which the flow accelerates
or decelerates. The equation of continuity
∂
∂x
(ρ¯v˜x) + ∂
∂z
(ρ¯v˜z ) = 0 (15)
thus yields
v˜z ∼ hL v˜x . (16)
If we use this relation in the momentum equation, and the fact
that h  L, the leading order terms in the streamwise momentum
equation are:
∂
∂x
(
ρ¯v˜2x
)
+
∂
∂z
(ρ¯v˜x v˜z ) = − ∂
∂x
〈
ρv′xv′z
〉
. (17)
Note that we have retained the term involving the Reynolds stress,
even though we have not yet established its scaling. We cannot
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eliminate it, otherwise there is no momentum transport! Indeed, if
we assume roughly isotropic turbulence, v′x ∼ v′z ∼ vt, Eq. (17) thus
tells us from balancing the left and right hand sides that
v2t ∼
h
L
v2. (18)
The leading terms in the transverse momentum equation give:
∂P¯
∂z
+
∂
∂z
〈
ρv′2
〉
= 0, (19)
or
P¯ +
〈
ρv′2y
〉
= const, (20)
which states that the sum of thermal and turbulent pressure is ap-
proximately constant.
Finally, the leading order terms in energy equation give:
∂
∂x
(u¯v˜x) + ∂
∂z
(u¯v˜z ) = −P¯
(
∂vx
∂x
+
∂vz
∂z
)
− n2Λ(T)
− 〈ρv′xv′z〉 ∂v˜x∂z . (21)
The next step is to integrate out the slow variation of themixing
layer in the x-direction (which in any case is not present in our simu-
lations,which have periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction),
to determine the average vertical structure of the mixing layer in the
z direction. However, there are two stumbling blocks. One, the fluid
equations (mass conservation, two momentum equations, and the
energy equation) are 4 equations in 5 variables n˜, T˜, v˜x, v˜y, v˜t . Sec-
ondly, we have a missing crucial boundary condition: the effective
entrainment velocity v˜z as z → ±∞, which determines the mass
and enthalpy flux into the mixing layer. To date, analytic models of
the mixing layers around jets either use experimentally calibrated
entrainment efficiencies4 (Cantó & Raga 1991; Raga et al. 1995), or
use observations of the growth of the mixing layer with distance (or
effectively the opening angle of the mixing layer, e.g. White et al.
(2015), which corresponds to the parameter α below) to determine
the entrainment efficiency. In the following section, we see how our
simulations can provide clues as to closing this system of equations.
3.1.2 Analysis of Hydrodynamic Simulations
We can make progress as follows:
Energetics As evident in the energy equation (Eq. (21)), there
are 3 possible ways to offset radiative losses in the mixing layer:
advection of thermal energy (first term on LHS), adiabatic com-
pression, or dissipation of turbulence (first and last term on RHS
respectively). For instance, White et al. (2015) assume turbulent
dissipation balances cooling. Advection of thermal energy taps the
free energy of the high entropy hot gas reservoir, while turbulent
dissipation taps the free energy of the shear flow. In Fig. 7, we com-
pare the leading terms in the energy equation (radiative cooling,
divergence of enthalpy flux, and dissipation of turbulence), for solar
metallicity, and where the cooling function is rescaled by a factor of
0.1 and 10. These terms are averaged over slices of the mixing layer
(i.e., at fixed z), and compared against the average temperature in
that layer. We observe the following:
4 Note, however, that the experiments involve adiabatic mixing layers; using
these entrainment efficiencies for radiative mixing layers is questionable.
Indeed, our simulations show that radiative cooling, rather than the Kelvin
Helmholtz instability, is paramount in setting the entrainment rate.
• The emissivity neniΛ(T) (solid lines) is not what one would expect
for isobarically cooling gas as a function of temperature T . Instead,
it has a much lower normalization and a much flatter temperature
dependence (we expect  ∝ Λ(T)/T2 to vary by 2 – 3 orders of
magnitude over the temperature range of interest). Also, the emis-
sivity increases more weakly with the cooling function Λ(T) than
expected (an order of magnitude increase in Λ(T) only yields a
factor ∼ 3 increase in emissivity).
• The sum of heating terms is sufficient to balance radiative cooling
for T > Tcrit (compare solid and dotted lines), where Tcrit is some
critical temperature, but energy balance fails at lower temperatures.
Moreover, Tcrit increases as the normalization of Λ(T) increases.
Finally, turbulent dissipation becomes increasingly important as the
normalization of Λ(T) increases.
Closer inspection of the simulations allows us to qualitatively
understand these trends. The gas does not cool monolithically but
remains highly multi-phase through the mixing layer; what changes
through the mixing layer is the relative amounts of cold and hot gas
(which result in a change in mean temperature). Most of the volume
is filled with such gas, which has low emissivity; this accounts for
the reduced overall emissivity compared to single-phase expecta-
tions. What dominates the emission is the “skin” of mixed gas at
intermediate temperatures surrounding finger-like structures in the
mixing layer. This is most clearly evident in slice (rather than pro-
jection) plots. Since these structures have sizes of order the mixing
layer depth, the filling fraction and emissivity of such gas varies
only weakly with mixing layer depth. Otherwise, strong variations
in emissivity will be counteracted by enthalpy flux. The sub-linear
increase of emissivity with Λ(T) is due to the shorter lifetime of
mixed gas at higher Λ(T), resulting in smaller amounts of emitting
gas.
The power source for the mixing layer is the enthalpy flux from
the hot gas, in addition to dissipation of shear motions. Near the hot
end, they can keep themixing layer in energy balance, but getweaker
as one moves towards the cold gas. At some point towards the cold
end of the mixing layer, they are unable to overcome the stronger
radiative cooling and wind of low entropy gas entrained from the
cold reservoir. At this point, corresponding to a mean temperature
Tcrit, the mixing layer falls out of energy balance and cools passively
and monolithically. This happens at higher Tcrit for stronger cooling
(higher Λ(T)). From Eq. (20), with stronger cooling we also expect
increased turbulence, due to the faster drop in thermal pressure. If
the cooling time is shorter than the sound crossing time, the “piston”
of over-pressured hot gas pushing into the cooling region generates
turbulence. Also, the turbulence can be seeded by interaction of
the mean flow with density inhomogeneities created by cooling. In
our simulations, as cooling increases, we see more weak shocks,
stronger dissipation, and increased turbulence.
Entrainment rates The cooling flow causes the cooling col-
umn to shrink. The shrinkage cannot be communicated at a velocity
higher than the sound speed of the freely cooling gas, cs(Tcrit). This
shrinkage sets the entrainment rate of the hot gas v˜z . We can quan-
tify these rates from our simulations. When energy balance applies,
we expect:
v˜hotz
[
5
2
P
(
1 +M2
)]
≈ ΣL =
∫ h
0
dzn2(z)Λ(T) (22)
whereM is the Mach number of the flow, and v˜hotz is measured in a
frame where the mixing layer is stationary5. The surface brightness
5 In our boxes, particularly with strong cooling, the mixing layer travels
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is balanced by the advected enthalpy and bulk kinetic energy, which
is assumed to be dissipated. In our simulations, keeping in mind that
we have only explored a limited portion of parameter space with a
small number of simulations, a fairly good fit at solar metallicity is
given by:
ΣL ≈ 6 × 10−8erg s−1 cm−2v1/4100
[
Λ
Tmix
−21.4
]1/2
P3/2−13.7 (23)
independent of overdensity δ, where the cooling function is
evaluated at Tmix ∼ 105K, and v100 ≡ (vx/100 km s−1),
Λ
Tmix
−21.4 ≡
(
Λ(Tmix)/4 × 10−22 erg s−1 cm3
)
, and P−13.7 ≡(
P/2.2 × 10−14 erg cm−3
)
, which can be translated to P/kB =
145 cm−3K. 6 Variations in cooling due to change in metallic-
ity, photoionization, etc, can be approximately incorporated by the
scaling in the cooling function normalization. From Eq. (22), this
implies an inflow velocity of:
v˜hotz ∼ 8 km s−1v1/4100
[
Λ
Tmix
−21.4
]1/2
P1/2−13.7
(
1 +M2
1.5
)−1
(24)
which indeed is a good match to what we measure in the sim-
ulations, implying that Eq. (22) holds.7 To within a factor of 2,
v˜hotz ∼ cs(Tcrit), where Tcrit ∼ 1.5 × 104 K in our fiducial case. The
fact that v˜hotz is independent of δ and only weakly dependent on
vx indicates that entrainment of hot gas into the mixing layer is
set by radiative cooling rather than the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
(where growth rate is set by these two parameters). The scaling with
Λ, P indicates that vhotz ∝ t−1/2cool (since tcool ' (kBTmix)2/PΛ(Tmix)
at constant pressure). It is reasonable that vz increases with a shorter
cooling time, since a higher enthalpy flux is required to offset cool-
ing, but we can only obtain the exponent numerically. Equation can
be used to determine the crucial dimensionless parameter
α ∼ v˜z
v˜x
∼ h
L
∼ cs(Tcrit)
v˜x
. (25)
which determines the overall width and column density of the mix-
ing layer. It is set by the non-linear saturation of the radiative Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability, and requires numerical simulation to be ac-
curately calculated, but the last equality above enables us to have
an order of magnitude understanding of the value α ∼ 0.05 seen in
the simulations.
The parameter α sets the hot gas entrainment rate. The cold gas
entrainment rate is set by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Begel-
man & Fabian 1990):
Ûmhot
Ûmcold
∼
√
ρhot
ρcold
, (26)
or vhotz /vcoldz ∼
√
ρcold/ρhot. We have verified that this relation
is obeyed in our simulation. Note thus that the enthalpy flux into
the mixing layer is dominated by hot gas, while the mass flux is
dominated by cold gas. Entrainment of hot gas into the mixing layer
is driven by radiative cooling: hot gas which enters the mixing layer
downwards into the hot phase, and this velocity must be added to the hot gas
inflow rate at the boundary to obtain v˜hotz .
6 For references, the mean thermal pressure in galactic disk is P/kB =
3800 cm−3K (Jenkins & Tripp 2011), and in galactic halo absorbers is
P/kB = 1 – 30 cm−3K (Keeney et al. 2017).
7 As a side note, the inflow velocity in the frame of the box boundary
vhot
z,box follows an even weaker dependence on Λ(T ) with the power-law
index roughly between 1/4 and 1/3, which reflects the mass accretion rate
onto the cold phase.
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Figure 8. Profiles of gas pressure and turbulent pressure, from two CIE
hydrodynamic simulations with different metallicities (blue for Z0.1 and
orange for Z1) at t = 50 Myr: dashed line — gas pressure P, solid line —
the sum of gas pressure and turbulent pressure P+ 〈ρδv2z 〉 where δvz is the
velocity dispersion along z direction. The drop in gas pressure due to fast
radiative cooling in the mixing layer is roughly compensated by turbulent
pressure.
cools, losing pressure and shrinking in volume. More hot gas thus
flows in to take its place. The characteristic inflow rate vhotz ∼ h/tcool
is thus set by cooling. On the other hand, cold gas is drawn into the
mixing layer via the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, with an inflow
rate vcoldz ∼
√
ρhot/ρcoldvhotz set by the Kelvin-Helmholtz time
(which also depends on radiative cooling via vhotz ).
Structure of the mixing layer The characteristic width of the
mixing layer is given by:
h ∼ ΣL〈neniΛ(Tmix)〉 ∼ v˜
hot
z 〈tcool〉 ∼ 50 pc
[
Λ
Tmix
−21.4
]−1/2
P−1/2−13.7
(27)
Note that h ∝ t1/2cool, and thus grows more slowly with cooling time
than expected, due to the fact that v˜hotz ∝ t−1/2cool . Also note that since
the emissivity 〈neniΛ(Tmix)〉 is smaller than in a single phase model
due to the low filling fraction of mixed gas, the width of the mixing
layer is substantially larger than v˜hotz tcool(Tmix).
To understand the structure of the mixing layer in more detail,
one must employ the fluid equations. First, it is useful to verify
the scaling relations we have obtained in §3.1.1 from an order of
magnitude analysis of the fluid equations. The mass conservation
equation is used in the definition of the parameter α (Eq. (25)),
and we have discussed the energy conservation equation above.
The streamwise momentum equation, Eq. (18) v2t ∼ αv2x , gives
the scaling between turbulent velocity and shear velocity. We have
verified directly that if we use the value of α obtained from our
simulations, this relation approximately holds. In addition, we have
directly verified that Eq. (20), which comes from the transverse
momentum equation and expresses the continuity of the sum of
thermal and turbulent pressure, also approximately holds in our
simulations (see Fig. 8).
The order of magnitude analysis approach therefore appears
reliable, and significantly simplifies calculations. However, as pre-
viously noted, the fluid equations are not closed, as we have 5
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Figure 9. Profiles of gas sound speed and x-velocity, from two CIE hydro
simulations with different metallicities (blue for Z0.1 and orange for Z1)
at t = 50 Myr: solid line — sound speed c˜s, dashed line — x-velocity v˜x .
The approximate mixing zone is shadowed in gray in this figure. The shear
velocity closely tracks the sound speed cross the mixing layer.
variables and 4 equations. Fortunately, one variable can be elimi-
nated. An interesting feature in our simulations is that the average
shear velocity v˜x(y) closely tracks the sound speed c˜s(y) (see Fig.
9). The Mach number of the flow is approximately constant across
the mixing layerM ∼ 0.6, even when v˜x(y), c˜s(y) vary by an order
of magnitude. Thus, the ratio of kinetic to thermal energy density
is approximately constant across the flow, implying efficient dissi-
pation of bulk kinetic energy (e.g. via shocks) in radiative mixing
layers. This implies that energy and momentum diffusion across the
mixing layer track one another, and thus that the Prantl number of
the flow is approximately constant. The ansatz v˜x(y) ∝ cs(y) ∝
√
T
allows us to eliminate one variable from our equations, resulting in
4 equations in 4 unknowns.
Given these facts, one could integrate the fluid equations to
obtain mixing layer profiles. A simpler way to understand the struc-
ture of the mixing layer is via mixing length theory. In particular, if
we assume that turbulent heat diffusion balances cooling, then:
∇ · [κmixρT∇s] = neniΛ(T), (28)
where the specific entropy s = cPln(Pρ−γ), cP = 5/2 kB/nmH is
the specific heat, and κmix is the (unknown) mixing length diffu-
sion coefficient. We need an ansatz for the latter. From Eq. (28), a
reasonable choice is:
κmix ∼ ΣLh5/2P ∼ 10
26 cm2 s−1 (29)
Note that Eq. (28) only applies in regions which are actively cooling
and where thermal balance applies. This does reasonably well in our
fiducial and low cooling cases, but less well in the high cooling case,
where thermal balance fails at fairly high Tcrit. In any case, since
the single phase approximation is a poor one for mixing layers (i.e.,
characterizing gas at fixed z with a single density and temperature is
not a good assumption), we do not attempt more elaborate models.
Finally, as a useful point of reference, we find that O vi column
densities can be reasonably well fit by:
NOVI ≈ 3 × 1012 cm−2
(
Z
Z
)0.8
v
1/4
100P
1/2
−13.7 (30)
where the cooling curve dependence is now incorporated into
the metallicity dependence. If considered separately, then NOVI ∝
[Λ(T)]−0.45, NCIV ∝ [Λ(T)]−0.53 and NSiIV ∝ [Λ(T)]−0.55, which
is consistent with Eq. (27) since Nion ∝ h ∝ [Λ(T)]−1/2.
3.2 MHD simulations
We now turn to the effect of magnetic fields. Before we begin, it is
useful to remind ourselves of results from the adiabaticMHDKelvin
Helmholtz instability, both from linear theory (Chandrasekhar 1961;
Miura & Pritchett 1982) and numerical simulations (Jones et al.
1997; Ryu et al. 2000). The geometry and amplitude of the initial
field is important. For magnetic fields orthogonal to both the flow
direction and interface normal (the y-direction in our simulations),
tension does not stabilize the interface and the flow is essentially
hydrodynamic8. For fields parallel to the flow, the flow is either
linearly stable (MA ∼< 2), quickly stabilized by modest growth of
corrugations in the perturbed shear layer (2 ∼<MAx ∼< 4), or initially
hydrodynamic but eventually stabilized by magnetic fields which
are amplified by vortex stretching and twisting (4 ∼< MAx ∼< 50).
ForMAx ∼> 50, dissipation due to magnetic reconnection appears
to render the flow hydrodynamic to the end, at least in 2563, 3D
simulations (Ryu et al. 2000).
With some small changes, we find similar results in MHD
simulations with radiative cooling. In Fig. 11 we present the projec-
tion plots from MHD simulations with initially horizontal fields —
runs Z1_Bx-sml and Z1_Bx-lgr with initial β of 430 (MA = 13)
and 4.3 (MA = 1.3), showing the time evolution of temperature,
magnetic field strength and O vi fraction.
For the weak field simulation (Fig. 11a), the evolution of tem-
perature and O vi fraction during the first 15 Myr is very similar
to that in the hydrodynamic simulation (Fig. 2). However, from
∼ 20 Myr, the region with warm temperature and relative high
O vi fraction starts to shrink. The projection plot of magnetic field
strength suggests that during the first 15 Myr, magnetic fields are
amplified significantly and quickly spread over entire turbulent re-
gion. Starting from 25 Myr, strong magnetic fields develop at the
interface, with the strength growing to ∼ 10 times the initial value.
The results are consistent with field amplification until the magnetic
energy density reaches equipartition with the turbulent energy den-
sity, and the flow reachesMA ∼ 1. The amplification is highest at
the cold hot interface, where most of the stretching due to turbu-
lence takes place. At this point, mixing is strongly suppressed by
magnetic tension, and the flow becomes laminar. The evolution of
the strong field case is shown in Fig. 11b. Compared to the weak
field case, turbulence at the interface is significantly suppressed
from the very beginning, and quickly transforms into laminar flow.
Magnetic fields are also amplified, but by a relatively small factor of
∼ 2 compared with the weak field case. With initially strong fields,
the turbulent mixing layer is much less developed at all times.
The time evolution of ion column density from MHD sim-
ulations also suggests a similar trend. In Fig. 12, during the first
∼ 10 Myr, the column density in the weak field case (orange) grows
exponentially at a similar rate with that in hydro case, and also
peaks at similar but slightly lower levels. However, the weak field
case starts to differ from the hydrodynamic case afterwards: instead
of becoming stable at a certain level, the ion column density expo-
nentially decreases. The column density in strong field case (green)
8 Of course, fields parallel to the interface normal strongly suppress shear,
and there is no background equilibrium state.
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Figure 10. Effect of box width and perturbation wavelength on ion column densities: dashed blue — Z1, solid blue — Z1_size-lgr, dashed orange — Z0.1,
solid orange — Z0.1_wave-sml.
differs from either hydrodynamic or weak field case from the very
beginning: the growth rate is slower, the peak appears at a much
smaller value, and the ion column density decays with a slower rate
than the weak field case. In either case, regardless of initial field
strength, the final column densities are roughly the same as their
initial value: comparable or less than initial columns, indicating that
mixing layers make no contribution to ion column densities, as one
would expect for laminar flow.
The effects of transverse fields (y-axis-aligned, where field
lines are parallel with the mixing plane but perpendicular to the
interface normal) can also be seen on this plot (red curves). The
transverse case without cooling more or less coincides with the hy-
drodynamic case without cooling, as expected from previous studies
(red vs. blue dashed lines). However, the transverse case with ra-
diative cooling does not behave like the radiative hydrodynamic
case; column densities drop drop after an initial increase, similar to
the MHD case with flow oriented field lines in the x-direction. We
suspect this is because radiative cooling causes small scale motions
which perturb the field direction, introducing components which
are eventually amplified to stabilize the mixing layer.
In short: magnetic fields in a mixing layer can always develop
and shut down turbulent mixing, independent of initial field strength
and geometry. Note that in the MHD case, the driving of turbulence
by radiative cooling is weaker, since there is less mixing and hence
less cooling. Low thermal pressures which develop from fast cool-
ing can also be compensated by magnetic pressure (which is most
strongly amplified in the mixing layer) rather than turbulent pres-
sure. While the turbulence eventually decays once mixing (and thus
radiative cooling) is suppressed, magnetic support will remain.
3.3 Convergence
We present our convergence tests for the hydro case in Fig. 13 and
the MHD case in Fig. 14. For hydro simulations, the ion column
densities are well converged, even for the strong cooling case. In-
stead, for the MHD case, although the final level of ion column
densities for fiducial and high-resolution runs are similar, the peaks
of column densities in high resolution runs are significantly lower
than those in low resolution runs. This is due to the fact that vor-
ticity under higher resolution is better resolved and thus reaches a
larger magnitude, which results in faster amplification of magnetic
fields, and thus earlier suppression of mixing layers which limits
the growth of ion column densities. Thus, the pattern of growth
followed by decay is partly a resolution effect which may be much
less pronounced at high resolution. However, as long as we can
accurately calculate the final steady state, we are less concerned by
differences in transient behavior.
3.4 Photoionization
To investigate the importance of photoionization, we perform runs
Z1_photo, Z1_Bx-sml_photo and Z1_Bx-lgr_photo, which are
shown in Fig. 15. Generally speaking, photoionization can affect the
simulations in two ways. First, ions can be photoionized; second,
photoionization can modify hydrodynamics by altering the cooling
curves, which is shown in Fig. 1. The first effect is dominated pri-
marily by gas outside the mixing layer (whose amount we do not
model); thus, the second effect is of most interest to us. The first
effect shows up immediately in the initial conditions: the photoion-
ized case (solid lines) shows large initial column densities in C iv ,
Si iv compared to the CIE case9 (dashed lines). Thus, to tease out
the effect of photoionization on mixing layers, we should look at
the difference between initial and final column densities, rather than
comparing absolute column densities.
By comparing the solid and dashed curves, (with and without
photoionization respectively), we see that photoionization has rel-
atively little effect on the mixing layer. Photoionization does boost
the initial column density of Si iv and C iv , primarily by pho-
toionizing gas outside the mixing layer (where there is a lot more
mass). However, in theMHD runs, after a transient, the final column
density returns to roughly the initial column density for the pho-
toionized case, just as for the CIE case. Thus, the same conclusions
apply – as mixing is strongly suppressed in the MHD case, there is
little ionic column at the interface between different gas phases. In
the hydrodynamic case, where there is significant mixing and thus
increase in ionic column, the photoionized and CIE cases differ by
9 For the initial conditions we have chosen, with the UV radiation back-
ground we assumed, O vi cannot be significantly photoionized: it is colli-
sionally ionized in T ∼ 106 K gas, and the recombination rate is too high
in the dense T ∼ 104 K gas. However, our poor knowledge of the amplitude
of the EUV band of the metagalactic background creates uncertainty in the
true photoionization rate of O vi .
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Figure 11. The timeseries of density-weighted projections of temperature, O vi fraction andmagnetic field strength, fromCIEMHD simulations (a) Z1_Bx-sml
and (b) Z1_Bx-lgr. In both cases, mixing is strongly suppressed by the end of the simulation.
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Figure 12. Effect of horizontal (x-axis-aligned) and transverse (y-axis-aligned) magnetic fields magnetic fields on ion column densities. Dashed lines indicate
simulations without radiative cooling. Solid blue — Z1, dashed blue — Z1_cool0, orange — Z1_Bx-sml, green — Z1_Bx-lgr, solid red — Z1_By-sml,
dashed red— Z1_By-sml_cool0. Regardless of initial strength or geometry, magnetic fields strongly suppress mixing and the contribution of the mixing layer
to ionic columns.
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Figure 13. Convergence test for hydro simulations with different metallicities and cooling rates: dashed blue — Z0.1, solid blue — Z0.1_reso-lgr; dashed
orange — Z1, solid orange — Z1_reso-lgr; dashed green — Z1_cool10, solid green — Z1_cool10_reso-lgr. Our simulations are converged.
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Figure 14. Convergence test for MHD simulations with different metallicities and cooling rates: dashed blue — Z1_Bx-sml, solid blue —
Z1_Bx-sml_reso-lgr; dashed orange — Z1_By-sml, solid orange — Z1_By-sml_reso-lgr. Higher resolutions show a lower initial peak due to faster
magnetic field growth, which limits mixing earlier. However, the final steady state column densities are roughly converged.
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at most a factor of two for C iv , Si iv , and even less for O vi . Sim-
ilar conclusions hold for the lower pressure case (nT = 10 cm−3K,
not shown), where one might have expected photoionization to be
more important. Thus, in the solar metallicity case, photoionization
does not play an important role. Interestingly, we have found that
photoionization does boost O vi column density in the Z = 0.1 Z
case, particularly with MHD, where the column density is a factor
of ∼ 5 larger than in the CIE case (not shown; see further discussion
in §3.5).
We can understand these results as follows.As discussed above,
the main effect of photoionization on radiative mixing layers is
to change the radiative efficiency: ions are “overionized” for the
plasma temperature, making collisional excitation and cooling less
efficient. For pressures of nT = 100, 10 cm−3 K, where T ∼ 105 K
gas has densities of n ∼ 10−3, 10−4 cm−3, at solar metallicity the
cooling curve does not change significantly (Fig. 1). However, for
Z = 0.1 Z , the change in the cooling curve is significant for this
range of densities, particularly in the T ∼ few ×104 K range. This is
because the main coolants in this temperature range, hydrogen and
helium, are easily photoionized by the background radiation field.
Long cooling times increase the column density of mixing layers;
they also reduce the enthalpy flux from hot gas required to offset
cooling, thus allowing significant column density in the MHD case.
By contrast, at solar metallicity, other metal ions can still perform
the lion’s share of cooling, with little change in the cooling curve.
Similar effects arise in time-dependent (NEI) calculations of cooling
with photoionization (see Fig 4 of Gnat 2017).
3.5 Equilibrium vs. non-equilibrium ionization
Previous studies have shown that non-equilibrium ionization (NEI)
boosts column densities of C iv , O vi , Si iv in mixing layers
by a factor of a few (Kwak & Shelton 2010). We reproduce this
effect in our hydrodynamic simulations, and find from examining
tracer particles that it arises due to the fact that due to mixing, these
ions continually bounce between warm and hot gas on timescales
shorter than the ionization/recombination time. Here we examine
the impact of magnetic fields and photoionization on NEI effects.
In Fig. 16, we show NEI (solid) and CIE (dashed) calculations
for the hydrodynamic and MHD cases (both strong and weak initial
fields). In all cases, the NEI column densities are indeed larger than
the CIE column densities by a factor of ∼ 1.5−3. Thus, in the MHD
case, where in CIE mixing layers do not contribute appreciably to
low ion columns of Si iv , C iv (initial and final dashed values
are similar), once NEI effects are taken into account, mixing layers
now contribute appreciably. For O vi , where mixing layers do
contribute even in the CIE case, a long lasting boost by a factor of
∼ 2 is also evident. Similar column density boosts of a factor of
∼ 1.5 − 3 are also seen in the full case where both photoionization
and NEI effects are taken into account (Fig. 17). Indeed, at solar
metallicity, photoionization has relatively little effect on NEI effects
(compare solid lines in Fig. 16 & 17); one would have to go to
lower pressures to see the impact of photoionization. The same is
true at Z = 0.1Z (Fig. 18; compare dashed and dotted lines), even
thoughwe previously remarked that in theCEI case, photoionization
provided a column density boost in the low metallicity case. If we
compare the low-metallicity photoionized (not shown), NEI, and
NEI+photoionized case, they all show roughly the same boost over
the CIE case; it appears that these effects do not compound.
One effect we have not yet modeled is the effect of non-
equilibrium ionization on cooling. Similar to photoionization, NEI
effects reduce cooling efficiencies, since ions are over-ionized for
a given plasma temperature. As previously noted, we do not fully
self-consistently track how the cooling function changes due to NEI
effects, but simply use the CIE (or PIE) cooling function. However,
one way to model this is to utilize calculations of time-dependent
isobaric collisional cooling which do compute the NEI cooling
curve Gnat & Sternberg (2007); NEI effects appear because the
cooling time can be shorter than the recombination time. This does
not capture the additional contribution of mixing to NEI effects (i.e.,
if the mixing time is shorter than the recombination time), but can
serve as a useful guage. The result is shown in Fig. 18 (solid curves;
compare to solid curves in Fig. 16). At least for solar metallicity,
NEI effects on the cooling curve do not produce a significant change
in column densities; the change in the cooling curve is too small.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Turbulent mixing layers (TMLs) should be ubiquitous in astro-
physics, arising wherever there is shear at the boundary between
different gas phases. TMLs are an attractive explanation for the
prevalence of high ions (e.g. O vi ) seen in high velocity clouds
and in the circumgalactic medium of galaxies: they can explain the
steady-state persistence of such ions despite the short cooling times
of theT ∼ 105 K gas which host them; they can explain the observed
kinematic coincidence between low and high ions, and simple an-
alytic estimates give column densities in rough agreement with
observations. They are also potentially relevant for understanding
the low to intermediate-velocity forbidden emission line compo-
nents of protostellar outflows (Pyo et al. 2003; White et al. 2016),
and the growth and entrainment of cold clouds in a galactic wind
(Gronke & Oh 2018). Surprisingly, the literature probing the non-
linear saturated state of the radiative Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
is relatively sparse, and there is no direct comparison of analytic
theory (Begelman & Fabian 1990) with numerical simulations. In
this paper, we run 3D hydrodynamic simulations with with an eye
toward comparing analytic predictions with simulations. We also
explore the impact of non-equilibrium ionization (NEI), photoion-
ization (which had previously been ignored), and magnetic fields
(which previously had not been run long enough for a stable equi-
librium to develop). Our results are as follows:
(i) Analytic scalings don’t work
Analytic models assume a mixing layer with thickness ∼ vturbtcool,
where the turbulent velocity is assumed to be of order the shear
velocity vturb ∼ vshear. Since tcool ∝ 1/Zn in the critical T ∼ 105 K
range, this implies column densities which are roughly independent
of density and metallicity. By contrast, we find turbulent velocities
which are much smaller (and roughly independent of) the shear
velocity, leading to significantly lower column densities. We also
find that column densities fall as metallicity and density decrease.
(ii) Radiative cooling seeds turbulence and drives hot gas entrainment
The above results suggest that the dynamics of gas entrainment and
mixing is not driven primarily by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
Indeed, in our parameter study, we find that entrainment velocity
of the hot gas vhotz is roughly independent of the shear velocity
and overdensity, which implies that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-
ity is not primarily responsible for drawing hot gas, which carries
enthalpy and momentum, into the mixing layer.10 Instead, cavities
in thermal pressure created by fast radiative cooling in mixed gas
10 By contrast, the rate of mass entrainment of cold gas, Ûmcold '√
ρcold/ρhot Ûmhot, is set by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Cold gas entrain-
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Figure 15. Effect of photoionization on ion column densities: dashed blue — Z1, solid blue — Z1_photo; dashed orange — Z1_Bx-sml, solid orange —
Z1_Bx-sml_photo; dashed green — Z1_Bx-lgr, solid green — Z1_Bx-lgr_photo.
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Figure 16. Effect of non-equilibrium ionization on ion column densities: dashed blue — Z1, solid blue — Z1_nei; dashed orange — Z1_Bx-sml, solid orange
— Z1_Bx-sml_nei; dashed green — Z1_Bx-lgr, solid green — Z1_Bx-lgr_nei.
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Figure 17. Effect of the coexistence of non-equilibrium ionization and photoionization on ion column densities: dashed blue — Z1_photo, solid blue
— Z1_nei_photo; dashed orange — Z1_Bx-sml_photo, solid orange — Z1_Bx-sml_nei_photo; dashed green — Z1_Bx-lgr_photo, solid green —
Z1_Bx-lgr_nei_photo.
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Figure 18.Effect of time-dependent cooling curve, photoionization and NEI
on O vi column densities with 1 and 0.1 solar metallicities and different
magnetic field strengths: solid lines — Z1_nei_cool-timedp_, dashed
lines — Z0.1_nei_, dotted lines — Z0.1_nei_photo_; blue — hydro,
orange — _Bx-sml, green — _Bx-lgr.
create turbulence and draw hot gas into the mixing layer; the sum of
thermal and turbulent pressure P+ ρv2 is roughly continuous across
the layer. We see that as the radiative cooling rate increases, both
the hot gas entrainment rate and the level of turbulence increases,
whereas these quantities are stable to the imposed shear. The en-
ergy lost via radiative cooling is balanced by enthalpy flux from hot
gas entrainment. Overall, we find the inflow velocity v˜hoty ∝ t−1/2cool ,
so that the mixing layer width h ∝ v˜hoty tcool ∝ t1/2cool, rather than
h ∝ tcool. Turbulent dissipation can also provide a comparable con-
tribution when cooling times are short and turbulence is vigorous.
(iii) Magnetic fields suppress mixing
We also find that, independent of initial field strength and geometry,
magnetic fields can be amplified to close to equipartition to turbu-
lence, at which point magnetic tension suppress further mixing and
the flow becomes quasi-laminar. These results are in rough accord
with expectations from MHD simulations of the adiabatic Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability, although it is clear that radiative cooling alters
the detailed structure of the mixing layer.
(iv) Effect of Photoionization
Photoionization — which has not been previously included in hy-
drodynamic simulations — has two effects: a) it directly increases
ionic column densities, b) it reduces cooling rates, both due to the
effects of photoheating and by rendering gas overionized for a given
temperature. The first effect is primarily important in low-density
gas outside the mixing layer, and has been considered in detail by
others. The second is more pertinent to our study, and has an in-
teresting effect: by increasing the cooling time, the metagalactic
UV ionizing background can potentially increase column densities.
However, for CGM conditions, once NEI (see below) and magnetic
fields are taken into account, this is largely negligible. Photoion-
ment dominates the mass budget, whereas hot gas entrainment dominates
the energy budget.
ization therefore appears to have little influence on mixing layer
column densities, although it is obviously still important for gas
outside the interface.
(v) Effects of non-equilibrium ionization
In agreement with previous work (Kwak & Shelton 2010), we find
that NEI simulations have column densities a factor of few larger
than CIE calculations, as the temperature of gas rich in high ions
changes on timescales shorter than the recombination time, due
both to radiative cooling and turbulent mixing. We show that this
continues to be true once magnetic fields and photoionization are
taken into account. Thus, NEI effects allow significant ion column
densities evenwhenmagnetic fields suppressmixing. Cooling curve
suppression by NEI effects does not appear to play a significant role
at solar metallicity.
Other heating mechanisms such as anisotropic thermal con-
duction (Borkowski et al. 1990; Gnat et al. 2010), or field-aligned
cosmic-ray streaming, which both heats and pressurizes the gas
(Wiener et al. 2017), could significantly alter the structure of mix-
ing layer. 11 In particular, each of these now introduce charac-
teristic scale lengths given by the Field length (Field 1965) and
Lc ∼ vAPcn2Λ(T) (Wiener et al. 2017) respectively, where vA is
the Alfvén velocity. They also modify the dynamics. For instance,
in the static plane-parallel case with conduction, depending on gas
pressure cold gas can either evaporate or condense. Both conduction
and cosmic rays have been considered in isolation in the static case
but not in conjunction with turbulent mixing. We plan to do so in
the future.
Overall, our results suggest that a sightline must pierce hun-
dred or even thousands of mixing layers to explain observations,
which is difficult to conceive in standard models, but may be pos-
sible of cold gas consists of a “fog” of dense, small-scale cloudlets
(McCourt et al. 2018; Liang & Remming 2018; Sparre et al.
2018). In such scenarios, the cold gas has a characteristic scale
lcloudlet ∼ (cstcool)c ∼ 0.1pc(n/cm−3)−1, where quantities are eval-
uated in the cold gas phase. The area covering fraction fA (or the
average number of cloudlets intercepted along a line of sight) is
given by (McCourt et al. 2018):
fA ∼ Dlcloudlet
fV (31)
where D is the size of the system, lcloudlet is the size of an individual
cloudlet, and fV is the volume filling fraction of cold gas. Since
D/lcloudlet ∼ 105 − 106 on CGM scales, very large covering factors
fA ∼ 102 − 103 are possible despite a small cold gas volume filling
fraction fV ∼ 10−3. The viability of TMLs as an explanation for
the observed absorption line systems seen in the CGM remains an
open question, but it likely requires the cold gas to be structured on
very small scales to have a high area to volume covering fraction.
11 The level of thermal conduction relative to canonical Spitzer values
is highly uncertain, in light of small scale field line wandering as well as
whistler or firehose plasma instabilities which change the electron mean free
path. We implicitly assume a low level of thermal conduction, required to
bring mixed gas in a grid cell to a common temperature. In our simulations,
it is simply given by numerical diffusion. In principle, we should include
explicit thermal conduction to guarantee convergence, as is necessary in
simulations of classical thermal instability (Koyama & Inutsuka 2004). In
practice, we have found our simulations to be sufficiently converged, likely
due to thermal diffusivity due to turbulence.
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